ERNEST'S REVENGE

BORIS RANDOLPH
Los Angeles, California

Unlike the earlier puzzle (see page 90, volume 11), the entries contained herein have solely E vowels. Furthermore, the text (the definitions included) exhibits one E (sometimes, even more) per letter sequence. Creating E-rich prose seems somewhat harder, because relatively few brief letter sequences are available!

LEVEL

1. Reveal
5. East northeast
8. Decorticate
12. Glacier surface phenomenon
13. Masculine given name
14. Border
15. Yemen chieftain
17. Seesaws
19. Euphemistic 'damned'
21. Perplex
22. Homesteading squatter
25. Confused struggle
29. Abbreviated century
30. Female person
33. Steady
34. Sea eagle
35. Patiently submissive
36. Golfer's peg
37. Behold
38. Medieval soldier
39. Spite
41. Television ceremony introducer
44. Anger
49. Erased
52. Ooze
53. Bible personage
54. Southern soldier
56. Passerine feathered creature
57. ---- agency
58. Female sheep

VERTICAL

1. Prune
2. Deep red pigment
3. Eternally
4. Suppose
5. Overhead conveyance
6. Tennis game item
7. Scotsmen's friend
8. Masculine given name
9. Bible personage
10. Obsolete 'mager'
11. ---- we forget
16. French masculine given name
18. Masculine nickname
20. French surname element
23. Mountainside detritus
24. Decimal base
25. Encountered
26. Feminine given name
27. Confederate general
28. Type measure
30. New Delhi weight
31. Gallinaceous female
32. Squeeze
34. Elongated sea creature
35. Myself
37. Sennet
38. Apprehended clearly
39. Very wise men
40. Dialect 'ate'
41. Paradise
42. Ancient Persian
43. Cipher key guide